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The features of HighRoad are organised into
modules.  Customise HighRoad by selecting the
modules you require:
= Extra points – increase points by 10 times
= Extra roads – 100 roads
= Intersections and cul-de-sacs
= Data logger
= Import/export
= 3D viewing and simulation*
= Extra DTM – suitable for rock strata
= Drawing manager
= Rockfall simulation

Popular configurations include:
HighRoad Pro – 500,000 points, all modules.
HighRoad Plus – 5000 points, 100 roads,
  import/export options, intersections, drawing
  manager.
HighRoad S – one road, one pad, 500 points,
  export in PICT and 2D DXF.

Note:   Modules can be added at any time.

Macintosh:
= Mac OS 8, 9, X
= Power G3 or better
= 128Mb RAM
= 80Mb hard disk space
Windows:
= Windows 95, 98, 2000 or NT 4.0
= Pentium III or better
= 128Mb RAM
= 100Mb hard disk space

Note:   For small projects, lesser systems may suffice.

Karl takes advantage of HighRoad’s fast learning curve.
"HighRoad has the great advantage over other programs
through ease of use.  It does not require a dedicated user
to operate the program.”

Filip uses HighRoad because of its “different manner of
thinking” which sets it apart from other road software.  He
particularly enjoys HighRoad’s built-in intelligence in which
“all the design elements are linked together.”

Greg’s work requires many things of him, and he may only
need to design roads a couple of times a year.  HighRoad
allows him to quickly do the task as "it's easy to use and
easy to come back to.”

Ian uses the quick results of HighRoad to aid with his design
process.  He finds “HighRoad to be an easy alternative to
other packages when planning roads and ancillary works
particularly in the concept phase.”

Alvaro states that “HighRoad is the fastest road design
program I have ever seen and used.”  He needs his road
design software to be quick and flexible.  “The versatility
of HighRoad is limited by the imagination.  You can design
channels, pipes, roads, earthworks, dams geometry,
intersections etc.”

Note:   HighRoad is available in English, Japanese, Italian and Spanish.
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       *   3D module for Windows version available
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